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Boca Raton Campus 

 

General Cluster Items 

 

ITEM 1: Best Practices   

 

Discussion:   Penny led discussion; suggestions were presented re what we are doing as a district, 

and on each campus, that ensures students receive a positive learning experience and that also 

supports recruitment and retention   

 

 

Action:   the campus reps will discuss further in next cluster meeting to narrow it down to three 

practices to put forward     

 

ITEM 2: Additional Overrides for advisors   

 

Discussion:   Dawn led discussion re which, if any, additional overrides advisors need/want; the 

group felt that ‘placement’ ought to remain in Admissions; also discussed was the unofficial 

evaluating of xp, when presented by students who walk into our offices, and whether our 

‘evaluation’ will stand up after the official evaluation is done by the registrar staff 

 

 

Action:   Ron will invite Ed Mueller to next cluster rep meeting (Nov. 7
th

) to discuss further 

 

ITEM 3: PBCC Advising Web Page  

 

Discussion:   Ron showed those in attendance the district advising web page and indicated that 

he can now maintain that page (with considerable assistance from Ms. Tish Sailer); other 

college’s advising web pages were looked at to see what information they included  

 

 



Action:  Ron suggested that the group consider what we would like our page to be and what 

information would be most useful for our students  

 

ITEM 4: PBCC Advising Manual 

 

Discussion:   Ron indicated that the college has made several attempts over the years to make 

and maintain an advising manual; he has begun writing parts of it, adding to what Ms. Kathy 

Karran-McCoy has previously done in the last year or two; updating a manual is always the 

crucial matter, needing to make sure that the information therein is accurate; certain parts of the 

manual are linked electronically to PBCC’s catalog and it will be important to ensure that these 

links are linked to the current catalog; Ron suggested that the advisors could best decide what 

additional topics to add to the ones he has already done;  

 

 

Action:  Ron suggested that we use an in-service training day(s) to work as a group on this 

project; the next in-service training day is February 13, 2009 at the Gardens Campus 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM 5: Orientation Wish List    

 

Discussion:   n/a 

 

 

Action:   Tabled due to lack of time 

 

 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 3:12pm 

Scribed and Submitted by:   _______ Ron Long_________ 

                                                        (Cluster Chair)    


